Talin is a key cell-matrix adhesion component with a central role in regulating adhesion complex maturation, and thereby various cellular properties including adhesion and migration. However, knockdown studies have produced inconsistent findings regarding the functional influence of talin in these processes. Such discrepancies may reflect non-monotonic responses to talin expression-level variation that are not detectable via canonical ''binary'' comparisons of aggregated control versus knockdown cell populations. Here, we deployed an ''analogue'' approach to map talin influence across a continuous expression-level spectrum, which we extended with sub-maximal RNAi-mediated talin depletion. Applying correlative imaging to link live cell and fixed immunofluorescence data on a single cell basis, we related per cell talin levels to per cell measures quantitatively defining an array of cellular properties. This revealed both linear and non-linear correspondences between talin expression and cellular properties, including non-monotonic influences over cell shape, adhesion complex-F-actin association and adhesion localization. Furthermore, we demonstrate talin level-dependent changes in networks of correlations among adhesion/migration properties, particularly in relation to cell migration speed. Importantly, these correlation networks were strongly affected by talin expression heterogeneity within the natural range, implying that this endogenous variation has a broad, quantitatively detectable influence. Overall, we present an accessible analogue method that reveals complex dependencies on talin expression-level, thereby establishing a framework for considering non-linear and non-monotonic effects of protein expression-level heterogeneity in cellular systems.
Introduction
Cell adhesion and migration play central roles in many physiological and disease-related processes. 1 Integrin-mediated cell-matrix adhesion complexes (CMACs) and the F-actin cytoskeleton are core machineries in the cell migration system. 2 Talin, in turn, is a fundamental regulator of adhesion complexes and their association with F-actin, being intimately involved in multiple stages of adhesion complex maturation. Specifically, talin promotes adhesion assembly through integrin activation, [3] [4] [5] facilitates the mechanical linkage between integrins and F-actin to support adhesion reinforcement [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and contributes to adhesion disassembly. 11, 12 These molecular scale functions also modulate cellular scale features, such as cell morphology and motility. Yet despite talin's clearly pivotal role, data from numerous knockdown and knockout studies fail to establish a clear consensus regarding the functional influence of talin over properties arising at either adhesion complex or cellular scales. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] For example, some studies have indicated that talin depletion produces less mature adhesions with reduced F-actin association, while others have shown adhesions to be relatively unchanged, retaining strong F-actin association, 14, 20 or even becoming more mature. 17 Similarly, the localization of adhesions within cells has been differentially affected by talin depletion, with adhesions becoming visibly more peripheral 15, 16 more central, 13, 21 or having a normal spatial distribution. 17 At the cellular scale, many studies have shown that talin depletion leads to rounder, less protrusive, more compact cell shapes, [13] [14] [15] 19 while others indicate less compact, more protrusive cells. 16, 18 Understanding the source of such inconsistencies is potentially of high importance, especially given recent indications that each of these features (adhesion-F-actin association, adhesion localization, cell compactness) is causally related to variability in cell migration behaviors. 22 The inconsistencies exemplified above may reflect diversity in the experimental assays and cell lines used to study talin function. However, such an interpretation adds little to our understanding of this crucial molecular component. Alternatively, these differences could reflect variations in the strength of experimental perturbations (e.g. talin depletion) coupled with the insensitivity of analysis methods to complex (e.g. non-linear) dependencies on protein expression-level, including non-monotonic responses. Indeed, most knockdown analyses are binary, allowing pairwise comparison of aggregated data from control and talin-depleted cell populations. This aggregative analysis effectively reduces data to two values (e.g. control median versus knockdown median), providing a basis for the inference of exclusively linear, monotonic relationships between protein expression-level and functional readouts. At face value, such linear interpretations imply that responses to protein level fluctuation (increase or decrease) are equivalent regardless of the starting protein expression value (high or low). More conservatively, binary analyses certainly provide no evidence on which to ground more nuanced interpretations (e.g. non-linear expression-level dependencies). If non-linear, or more significantly, non-monotonic sensitivities to protein expression-level do exist, then reliance on binary analyses may result in an oversimplified view of relationships between protein expression and associated functional consequences.
To overcome the potential insensitivity of binary approaches, methods for the analogue (continuous, semi-continuous) measurement of protein expression-levels are needed. In particular, methods exploiting the information associated with natural protein expression heterogeneity have the capability to reveal how endogenous protein level regulation (as opposed to extreme RNAi-induced depletion) affects cellular processes. 23, 24 In a recent study of noise genetics, cell-to-cell heterogeneity in fluorescently tagged endogenous protein levels was correlated to phenotypic differences between individual migrating cells. 25 Importantly, while the authors identified putative cell migration genes based on this natural variation, they also forecast the existence of non-monotonic relationships between protein expression-levels and cell migration speed. Given the noted discrepancies in published talin effects, defining any such nonmonotonic dependencies may contribute to a more coherent understanding of how talin regulates specific cell characteristics, such as cell adhesion and migration. Understanding talin's influence also requires consideration of how talin expression-levels affect the relationships between cellular properties, not just the values of the properties themselves. Geiger and colleagues addressed this issue, showing that talin knockdown caused the ''breaking'' of specific correlative relationships between properties. 17 Though highly instructive, the binary nature of this analysis did not allow a more detailed assessment of talin expression-level dependencies. For example, are different inter-property correlations sensitive to distinct thresholds of talin expression, implying complex, context-sensitive dependencies? Notably, we and others have recently demonstrated related context-dependent plasticity in the causal relationships between cell migration system properties -over time and between perturbed conditions. 22, 26 Defining similar adaptability linked to heterogeneity in talin expression-level may expand our understanding of talin's regulatory influence.
Here, we address the potential both for non-monotonicity in feature responses and for the restructuring of inter-feature correlative networks, as consequences of both natural and induced talin expression-level heterogeneity. To this end, we have established an analogue sampling method based on correlative imaging of single cells -first during live random migration -and again following fixation and fluorescent labeling of endogenous talin protein (Fig. 1) . Importantly, this correlative imaging approach was performed in both control and RNAi-treated cells, producing a broad, continuous spectrum of talin expression, with talin levels linked on a per cell basis to quantitative cellular propertiesextracted via automated image analysis. 22 This integrated data provides the first evidence of non-monotonic dependencies upon talin expression-level. Indeed, while these findings may help to resolve inconsistencies in the talin field, they in fact represent a general proof-of-principle for the existence of nonmonotonic protein expression-level dependencies. In addition, by mapping correlative inter-feature networks, we show that correlative relationships between a broader range of cell migration and adhesion properties are sensitive to talin level variation. Collectively, this study advances our understanding of talin's influence on cellular properties and their inter-relations, while also emphasizing more generally the importance of applying analogue approaches to the study of protein function.
Results
Correlative imaging, talin expression-level measurement and quantitative data extraction
In this study, we used H1299 (human non-small cell lung carcinoma) cells stably expressing EGFP-paxillin (CMAC marker) and RubyRed-LifeAct (F-actin marker). In these cells, termed H1299 P/L cells, we detected no influence of exogenous proteins on the expression of a number of commonly studied cell-matrix adhesion components (Fig. S1 , ESI †). H1299 P/L cells were treated for 48 h with either a non-targeting control siRNA or siRNA against talin-1, then plated onto fibronectin and imaged for 6 h (as depicted in Fig. 1A ). Following live cell imaging, cells were immediately fixed and immunofluorescently labeled for Control siRNA-and talin-1 siRNA-treated H1299 cells stably expressing EGFP-paxillin (cell-matrix adhesion complex (CMAC) marker) and RubyRed-LifeAct (F-actin marker) (H1299 P/L cells) were individually imaged for 6 hours at 5 minute intervals during random migration. 2. Cells were immediately fixed and immunofluorescently labeled for talin protein content, before correlative imaging was performed to measure talin expression-levels in each individual cell previously imaged live. 3. Automated image analysis enabled extraction of quantitative data describing cellular properties ranging from the macromolecular (CMAC and F-actin) to cellular (cell morphology and behavior) scales, as well as quantitative per cell measures of talin immunofluorescence -indicating talin expression-levels. Correlative imaging thus facilitated the direct integration of live and fixed data on a per cell basis. 4. Quantitative analyses were then performed to explore relationships between talin expression-levels and cellular properties. These analyses took two alternative forms: binary, aggregative analyses (described in B), and analogue analyses (described in C) leveraging integrated single cell data.
(B) Talin function has been extensively assessed via knockdown experiments based on binary (two-level) comparison of aggregated control and knockdown cell populations. Such approaches are insensitive to talin expression-level heterogeneity within control and knockdown cell subpopulations. Moreover, comparison of cell population averages only allows the inference of monotonic dependencies (dark blue dashed line), or the absence of dependencies (light blue dashed line), between talin expression and cellular properties. (C) In contrast, our analogue (multi-level) sampling of a continuous talin expression spectrum enables the inference of more complex relationships. Using single cell analysis to leverage the natural heterogeneity of control cells, combined with extension of the expression range through siRNA-mediated talin-1 depletion, live imaging-derived cellular property responses were plotted according to deciles of talin expression (D1-D10). This enabled the detection of non-monotonic dependencies between talin expression-levels and cellular properties (e.g. CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization), including instances where binary analysis revealed no talin dependence (false-negatives). talin expression. Cell fields captured during live imaging were then re-imaged to assess talin levels on a per cell basis (as described in Fig. 1A, 2A and Fig. S2 , ESI †). Importantly, the endpoint measurement of talin expression is expected to effectively indicate talin levels during live imaging based on the finding that protein levels in single H1299 cells are stable (relative to population distributions) over long periods, ranging between 0.8 and 2.5 cell cycle lengths. 27 Also note that immunofluorescence conditions were optimized to retain maximal talin, including the cytoplasmic pool ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S2A , ESI †), as opposed to using standard conditions that extract the cytoplasmic pool (thereby limiting the inference of expression-levels) to emphasize CMAC-associated talin labeling (Fig. S2A, ESI †) . Importantly, comparison of immunofluorescence signal levels under non-extractive conditions in control siRNA or talin-1 siRNA1-treated cells, in the presence or absence of anti-talin primary antibody, confirmed the specificity of fluorescence intensities as a measure of talin expression-level ( Fig. S2B and C, ESI †). Furthermore, immunoblotting showed that talin knockdown had no significant impact on the expression of a range of adhesion complex components (Fig. S3 , ESI †). Given these controls, automated image analysis of live cell data was performed to segment and track individual cells and their CMAC cohorts (Fig. S4 , Movies S1 and S2, ESI †). This enabled the quantitative extraction of properties defining morphology, localization, intensity and dynamics over macromolecular and cellular scales (Fig. 1A and Table S1 , ESI †), as applied previously. 22 Mean talin fluorescence intensity values were also extracted from the same individual cells. Ultimately, this correlative single cell imaging-based analysis, integrating live and fixed data, facilitates the analogue mapping of relationships between talin expressionlevel and quantitative cellular properties. The proportion of the cell cross-section labeled for talin is frequently decreased in talin-1 siRNA1 cells, with labeling over the cell body virtually ablated and peripheral labeling somewhat preserved. Note that talin labeling was optimized to retain and detect total talin including the cytoplasmic pool, as compared to commonly used protocols, where cytoplasmic talin is extracted to emphasize adhesion complex-associated talin (see also Fig. S2 and Materials and methods for details). (B) We determined per cell talin expression-level as the mean talin pixel intensity value of the cell. Intensity values from the talin channel were normalized to the median talin intensity value of the control siRNA-treated cell population (shown by the upper X-axis tick mark at value 1), per experiment. Probability density functions of talin expression-levels show overlap between control and talin siRNA cells due to heterogeneity within these cell populations, creating a continuous talin expression spectrum. Tick marks on the upper X-axis indicate normalized median talin expression values of the control (1) and the talin-1 siRNA1 knockdown (0.38) cells. It should be noted that the talin-1 siRNA1 concentration was selected to achieve an overlap with control, rather than obtaining a maximal knockdown. A.U. = Arbitrary Unit. (C) Talin expression-levels were analyzed by immunoblotting in cells transfected with control siRNA, or anti-talin-1 siRNA1. Note the residual talin levels in the knockdown cells, also resolved at a single-cell level in (B).
Binary aggregative analysis of talin knockdown and talindepletion effects
Before continuing with our analogue approach, we performed analyses mimicking canonical binary strategies, thereby establishing a direct point of comparison between the inferences accessible via binary or analogue methods. To this end, we first evaluated the degree of RNAi-mediated talin depletion in aggregated cell populations by immunoblotting (Fig. S5A , ESI †), comparing cells treated with control siRNA, or two distinct oligonucleotides against talin-1. Since H1299 cells express both talin-1 and talin-2, 28 we applied a pan-anti-talin antibody (8d4) to detect both isoforms. 13 The sharp decrease in signal upon talin-1 knockdown implies that in this cell line talin-1 is the dominant isoform and that there is little or no compensation by talin-2 expression. Both anti-talin oligonucleotides reduced talin expression to a similar extent. Importantly, equivalent results were observed when assessing talin depletion based on aggregated populations of single cell immunofluorescence imaging data (Fig. S5B , ESI †). It is noteworthy that the boxplots in Fig. S5B (ESI †) indicate overlap in talin expression values between control siRNA and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions. This important result is even more clearly exemplified by the overlapping talin expression-level probability distribution functions fitted to control and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions in Fig. 2B . Unsurprisingly, it is not possible to infer the existence of this overlap from the immunoblot comparing these conditions (Fig. 2C ). Such an overlap was not observed between the control and talin-1 siRNA2 conditions (Fig. S5B , ESI †). Therefore, given the importance to our analogue analysis of generating a continuous talin expression spectrum, the majority of analyses hereafter (excluding Fig. S5 , ESI †) focus on the control and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions only. Continuing to assess the single cell imaging-derived data in aggregated form, we found that talin-depletion significantly affected a range of cell adhesion and cell morphology properties, exemplified in Fig. S5C -H (ESI †). Specifically, in cells treated with either of the two talin-1 siRNAs, talin depletion significantly reduced: CMAC paxillin content (Fig. S5C , ESI, † indicative of CMAC maturity); the rate of CMAC area change (Fig. S5E , ESI, † indicative of CMAC stability), and; intra-CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization (Fig. S5G , ESI, † indicative of CMAC-F-actin association, 29 ). Conversely, talin depletion increased: the rate of CMAC paxillin intensity change (Fig. S5D , ESI, † indicative of CMAC-associated paxillin net kinetics), and CMAC distance from cell border (Fig. S5F , ESI, † indicative of CMAC localization within cells). The effects of talin depletion on cell compactness (Fig. S5H , ESI, † high values indicate increasing cell protrusivity or non-roundness) were weak and inconsistent between talin-1 siRNA oligonucleotides 1 and 2. Excluding effects on cell compactness, however, talin depletion-induced changes were highly consistent between the two talin-1 siRNAs. Similar reproducibility in talin depletion effects was evident when comparing aggregate results for control and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions over 7 independent experimental repeats ( Fig. S6 , ESI †). Again, only cell compactness failed to show consistent effects, reflecting the weak aggregate effect of talin depletion on this feature.
Importantly, most effects of talin depletion quantified in Fig. S5 (ESI †) are directly observable in representative images of cells from the control siRNA and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions (Fig. S7 , ESI †). Overall, it is noteworthy that the features affected by talin depletion in this study overlap significantly with those observable in previous studies.
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Analogue analysis delineates both monotonic and nonmonotonic correspondences to talin expression-level variation The continuous talin expression-level spectrum achieved by combining data from the partially overlapping control siRNA and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions (as shown in Fig. 2B ) provides the basis for our analogue approach. This overlap is the product of natural heterogeneity within these populations, which is undetected or unutilized using aggregative, binary methods. Leveraging of this heterogeneity provides the opportunity to differentiate linear, non-linear and even non-monotonic responses to talin expression variation. 30 To this end, in Fig. 3 we compare the linear trends inferred from binary analyses (aggregate control vs. talin-1 siRNA1) to the trends derived from an analogue sampling of the combined talin expression-level spectrum. These analogue trends are derived via a continuous fitting (see Materials and methods) based on median feature values calculated within each of ten cell subpopulations, defined as deciles (10% windows) of the talin expression spectrum. (Fig. 3C) . Notably, the latter is the only one of the six displayed examples where binary analysis provides an accurate depiction of the true response pattern, with Fig. 3A and B describing distinctly non-linear relationships to talin expression. Even more striking are the non-monotonic response patterns observed in Fig. 3D -F, wherein: CMAC distance from cell border first increases then decreases with reducing talin (Fig. 3D) ; CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization first decreases then increases with reducing talin (Fig. 3E ), and; cell compactness increases and then decreases with reducing talin (Fig. 3F ). Note that when trends within control siRNA and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions are assessed independently, clear support is provided for the dependence of these responses on talin expression-level, rather than nonspecific conditional effects (Fig. S8 , ESI †). Critically, while linear inferences capture at least some minimal sense of the relationships depicted in Fig. 3D and E, the binary approach fails completely to describe, or even detect the existence of, the relationship between talin expression and cell compactness. Insensitivity to the symmetrical form of this relationship may explain the apparent inconsistency in binary inference results for this relationship when comparing two anti-talin siRNAs (Fig. S5H , ESI †) or assessing experimental reproducibility (Fig. S6H, ESI †) . This is because the insensitivity of the binary method to the true signal increases its relative susceptibility to experimental noise.
Overall, these results demonstrate an important proof-ofprinciple: the existence of non-monotonic responses to protein expression variation.
Probability distribution analyses reveal selective influences of talin on CMAC sub-populations
Having detected a range of complex talin-dependent alterations in cellular features, we next investigated whether talin expressionlevel variations may exert uniform or differential effects across CMAC populations. This is motivated by the existence of different CMAC sub-populations (e.g. nascent adhesions, focal complexes, focal adhesions 31 ) within which the multi-functional talin protein may have alternate roles with distinctive concentration dependencies. To address this question, we stratified data for individual
CMACs according to talin expression quintiles (Q1 [low] -Q5
[high], windows of 20%, Fig. 4A ), calculated the probability distributions for properties within each quintile, and subtracted adjacent quintile probability distributions (Fig. 4B ). This highlighted the selective influences on CMAC sub-populations of progressively lower cellular talin levels ( Fig. 4C-E) . Probability distributions were used in this setting to remove the influence of global changes in absolute adhesion number (which tended to decrease with lower talin levels).
Using this approach, we observed complex changes in CMAC distance from cell border distributions as talin levels reduce from one quintile to the next (Fig. 4C ), as follows: Q5 to Q4 -a small (9% total shift), noisy change in adhesion distribution (this reflects the limited median response to talin variation in i.e. a monotonically increasing trend may be both increasing and non-decreasing (flat). View Article Online this range); Q4 to Q3 -a large relative increase in central adhesions and decrease in peripheral adhesions (47% total shift, reflects increased CMAC distance from cell border in this talin range), with a switch-point in this effect B2.5 mm from the cell edge; Q3 to Q2 -inversion of the previous trend with relatively more peripheral adhesions detected (15% total shift, reflects a non-monotonic response and reduced CMAC distance from cell border in this talin range), with switch-point recurring at B2.5 mm from cell edge; Q2 to Q1 -a similar trend as Q3 to Q2 but weaker response (9% total shift, reflecting reduced CMAC distance from cell border in this talin range), with switch-point recurring at B2.5 mm from cell edge. Collectively, these results highlight the differential effects of talin level variation on CMAC frequencies at either side of a switch-point, or boundary, approximately 2.5 mm from the cell edge. Thus, the influence of talin expression-level variation is neither linear nor spatially uniform. We next dissected the composition of the non-monotonic relationship between talin level and CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization (Fig. 4D) . As talin levels are progressively reduced, we observed: Q5 to Q4 -a very small (6% total shift), noisy change in colocalization values (reflecting a limited aggregate response in this talin range); Q4 to Q3 -a moderately reduced proportion of adhesions having positive paxillin-F-actin colocalization (17% total shift, reflecting reduced aggregate colocalization in this talin range), switching around zero (from positive to negative); Q3 and Q2 -a very small (6% total shift), noisy change in colocalization values (reflecting a limited aggregate response in this talin range); Q2 to Q1 -a moderate increase (14% total shift) in the proportion of adhesions having positive colocalization (reflecting increased aggregate colocalization in this talin range), switching around zero (from negative to positive). Overall, this analysis details how reducing talin levels first decreases then increases the probability of EGFP-paxillin-RubyRed-LifeAct signal colocalization within CMACs by shifting the balance between spatial correlation and anti-correlation around the zero correlation boundary.
Given that adhesion localization (Fig. 4C) and adhesion-F-actin association (Fig. 4D ) are both associated with CMAC maturation processes, we extended our probability distribution analysis to explore how heterogeneity in talin levels influences CMACs of different sizes (CMAC area, Fig. 4E ). As talin levels progressively decrease, we observe: Q5 to Q4 -no coherent effect on the balance of CMAC area probabilities (4% total shift); Q4 to Q3 -a major reduction in the relative frequencies of large adhesions (27% total shift), with a switch-point at B1 mm 2 ; Q3 to Q2 -continued reductions in the probability of large adhesions (20% total shift), with a switch point at B1.5 mm 2 ; Q2 to Q1 -inversion of the previous trend, with increases in the probability of large adhesions (24% total shift, see example images in Fig. S9, ESI †) , switching again at B1 mm . This inverted response to decreasing talin arises entirely within the talin-1 siRNA1 data population and is therefore attributable to changes in talin expression-level, rather than potential non-specific conditional effects. Importantly, we note the highly structured differential influence of talin levels on the probabilities of large (area 41 mm 
Talin levels influence the correlative relationships between cellular features
Above, we have established that variations in talin expressionlevel have a range of impacts on individual cellular properties. However, these analyses have not yet addressed the possibility that talin may also influence the relationships between cellular properties, such as how they are quantitatively and perhaps functionally correlated. Therefore, we next examined how talin expression-level variation impacts upon pair-wise correlations To monitor the effect of talin level decrease between adjacent talin expression quintiles, we subtracted the associated CMAC population probability distributions. For example, Q4 minus Q5 shows the differences between the normalized number of CMAC observations at each property value (histogram bin) in Q4 and Q5. (C-E) Differential probability plots show the specific locations of differences between property distributions in adjacent talin expression quintiles. Briefly, histograms with equal number and size of bins were created from property values for each talin expression quintile. Histogram values were then normalized to the total number of observations within each quintile, generating probability distributions. In order to monitor the effect of talin level decrease, adjacent probability distributions were subtracted from each other (e.g. Q4 minus Q5), meaning that, for example, in (C) CMAC distance from cell border, Q5 values falling between 0.5-0.6 mm were subtracted from the Q4 values in the 0.5-0.6 mm bin, and so on. Bars above 0 (blue, positive values on plots (C-E)) correspond to a proportional increase within the specified intervals (increase as talin levels become lower), while bars located below 0 show a proportional decrease (yellow, negative values on plots (C-E), decrease as talin levels become lower). Black lines indicate the bootstrapped median of differential probabilities, and red dashed lines indicate the 5 and 95 percentiles of the bootstrapped distributions (see Materials and methods). The percentage of the distribution that shifts values between adjacent quintiles (sum of all changes) is indicated in each subplot. Note that cell adhesion property distributions display structured changes in response to changing talin levels, exemplified by specific switch-points: the CMAC distance from cell border switch-point is located B2.5 mm from the cell edge (C); the CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization switch-point is located at Bzero (D); and the CMAC area switch-point is located at B1 mm 2 (E). The existence of these recurrent switch-points suggests that talin level decrease has selectively differential effects upon adhesion subpopulations. The analyses were based on more than 21 000 individual CMAC observations per quintile. 
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between an extended set of cellular properties linked to the processes of cell adhesion and migration. Continuous testing of the talin expression spectrum using partially overlapping sampling windows was used to assess talin level-dependent changes in Spearman's correlation coefficients between pairs of cellular properties (Fig. S10A and B, ESI †). We subsequently determined the median Spearman's correlation values within three talin expression-level groups, defined as low, moderate and high (Fig. S10C, ESI †) . Each group covered an equal range of talin expression-levels, rather than equal cell numbers (as for deciles 1-10 in Fig. 3 or quintiles 1-5 in Fig. 4) . Specifically, low talin spans the majority of the talin knockdown cell population, moderate talin contains mostly control siRNA-treated cells, and high talin corresponds to talin levels near and above the median of control cells. We applied a high stringency to identify statistically significant positive and negative correlations within these ranges, only selecting those where 95% confidence intervals excluded zero (Fig. S10C, ESI †) .
The resulting inter-property relationships were arranged as correlative networks spanning features of the cell migration system, 22 at the three levels of talin expression (Fig. 5A ). Comparison of these networks highlighted talin level-dependent changes in network connectivity (Fig. 5B) , as well as robust, talin levelindependent relationships (Fig. 5C ). For example, a positive correlation was detected between cell speed and cell compactness, consistent with our recent finding of a causal relationship between cell migration speed and cell shape. 22 However, this relationship was only detectable in cells with high and moderate talin levels, but not at low talin levels. Thus, this correlation appears to be decoupled with talin depletion, an example similar to the type of ''breaking'' effect reported by Geiger and colleagues. 17 Importantly though, we also observed that at low talin levels, higher cell speed correlated with increased CMAC distance to cell border (meaning that adhesions are located more centrally in faster cells), also consistent with our previous observations. 22 Yet at moderate and high talin expression-levels (reflecting natural heterogeneity), the correlation between cell speed and CMAC positioning could not be detected. This, among other examples (Fig. 5B , moderate minus low), demonstrates that new inter-property relationships may become coupled via talin depletion, indicating adaptive responses rather than generalized decoupling. Some relationships are only detectable at high, but not at moderate or low talin levels. For example, cell speed was positively correlated with CMAC speed in cells with high talin levels, showing that when these cells move faster, CMACs also move faster. In contrast to the talin level-sensitive relationship between cell speed and CMAC speed, CMAC lifetime was negatively associated with cell speed at all talin expression ranges (Fig. 5C) , showing that adhesion populations were more transient in faster moving cells, independent of talin levels.
Considering general patterns in this data, it is notable that most changes in the correlative networks arose between moderate and high talin ranges. Given that these groups are composed predominantly of control cells, this suggests that natural heterogeneity in talin may be sufficient to strongly influence the relationships between cellular features associated with control of the cell migration system.
Systematic analysis of talin level-sensitivity in inter-feature correlations
In order to systematically characterize the influence of talin levels on the correlative networks described in Fig. 5A , we qualitatively clustered the significant correlative relationships (based on their sign and their presence or absence) with respect to talin expression-levels (Fig. 5D ). Given this clustering, three main relationship patterns were identified: (I) correlations absent or present only at low talin expression-levels. The positive correlation of CMAC lifetime and CMAC paxillin content was only detected at low talin expression-levels, showing that more stable adhesions tend to accumulate more paxillin when talin expression is low, but not when talin is high. This suggests changes in adhesion component recruitment kinetics dependent on talin levels, in line with the talin-dependent trend in the rate of net change in paxillin content, which became positive at low talin levels (Fig. 3B) . In addition, the above-mentioned correlation between cell speed and cell compactness was detected in high and moderate talin cells, but not in cells expressing low levels of talin. (II) Correlations only present or only absent at high talin expression-levels reflect the regulatory influence of talin expression-level heterogeneity within the natural range, i.e. cell autonomous mechanisms. For example, if a correlation is only significant at high talin concentrations, it implies that stochastic or regulated cellular mechanisms would be sufficient to decouple that particular relationship. Notably, several such examples related to CMAC speed were found at high talin levels: CMAC speed was positively correlated with cell speed and CMAC distance from cell border, while being negatively correlated with CMAC lifetime. If, conversely, a correlation is absent only at high talin levels, it indicates decoupling above a talin expression-level threshold. In this cluster, we found properties associated with cell and CMAC size, as well as CMAC number: cell area vs. CMAC area; cell area vs. number of CMACs; CMAC area vs. number of CMACs; and CMAC area vs. CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization. This combination indicates that well spread cells have relatively plentiful and large adhesions in the context of low and moderate talin expression-levels (i.e. adhesion strength may be limiting for spreading), whereas in high talin expressing cells, spreading and CMAC features no longer correlate (perhaps because adhesion strength no longer limits spreading). (III) Correlations independent of talin-expression-levels are relationships robust to changes in talin levels. For example, the positive correlation between CMAC lifetime and CMAC paxillin-F-actin colocalization suggests that in cells with more stable adhesions, adhesions are more associated with F-actin. This relationship appears insensitive to talin expression-level variation.
Discussion
In this study, we explored two types of responses associated with heterogeneity in talin expression-level. First we performed an analogue mapping of changes in individual cellular properties when conditioned on varying talin levels (focusing on several with conflicting published indications). Second, we explored how changes in talin levels influenced the correlations between cellular properties associated with cell adhesion and migration.
In the first case, by stratifying cells according to talin expressionlevels, we uncovered both linear and non-linear correspondences Fig. S10 , ESI †), significant Spearman's correlations detected at low, moderate and high levels of talin expression are displayed in inter-property correlative networks linking an expanded set of cellular properties. (B) ''Subtraction'' of these networks highlights how they change between low and moderate talin expression-levels, and between moderate and high talin expression-levels. (C) Correlative relationships that are robust to variation in talin expression-levels are also detected through analysis of networks in A. (D) All relationships depicted in the above networks were qualitatively clustered based on their sign and presence/absence at low, moderate and high talin levels. Clustering provides a systematic overview of relationships with similar dependencies. Rows denote the three levels of talin expression. The main clusters are: I. correlations divergent (only present or absent) at low talin levels; II. correlations divergent (only present and absent) at high talin levels; III. talin-independent, robust relationships. 
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between talin expression and various cellular properties. Most significantly, several of these non-linear responses were in fact non-monotonic. This proof-of-principle finding advocates an important shift in how talin function, and perhaps protein function more generally, should be both assayed and conceived.
In the second case, we detailed widespread and differential talin expression-level sensitivity in the correlative relationships between cellular properties, many of which are related to the process of cell migration. Overall, these findings highlight the complex and context-dependent nature of talin's influence on cellular properties. They also provide a basis to compare the types of inferences achievable when applying binary or analogue approaches to study protein function. As detailed earlier, the published literature provides an inconsistent picture of talin's influence over various cellular properties. For example, different responses to talin depletion have been published with respect to adhesion localization and F-actin association at the macromolecular scale, and with respect to cell shape at the cellular scale. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Crucially, through our analogue assessment of talin expression, we present a framework within which many of these contradictory findings may be coherently integrated. This is based on the non-monotonic dose-dependence of talin correspondences with each of these features. This non-monotonicity means that responses to talin expression variation (e.g. experimental depletion) are contextually dependent on both the initial talin expression-level and the final talin level. This is in contrast to the linear inferences that can be drawn from binary analyses, which by their nature imply that only the strength, but not the direction (sign of change), of the response to expression perturbation is dependent on the starting and final values. The importance of differences in inferential capability between binary and analogue methods is best exemplified by the non-monotonic relationship between cell compactness and talin levels. This is because the particular form of this relationship (a roughly symmetrical ''bell-shaped'' non-monotonic dependence) is a worst-case scenario in terms of the sensitivity of binary analyses, which in such circumstances provide false negative indications, i.e. talin appears to have no functional relationship with cell shape. The potential for such false negatives to arise systematically in, for example, high-throughput RNAi or CRISPR-based depletion screens, may be significant. In positive terms, accurately mapping the concentration-dependent functional influences of proteins within cellular processes may enable substantial improvements in the ability to, for example, model and thereby understand the mechanisms underpinning complex cellular systems. In addition, when combined with perturbations of protein level (e.g. RNAi), analogue approaches may also help researchers to differentiate specific responses to protein level variation from non-specific conditional responses (such as RNAi off-target effects). This can be achieved by comparing expression-level dependence trends (for each recorded property) between control and knockdown conditions. Where expressionlevels overlap between conditions, similar response trends support protein expression-level dependence. On the other hand, dissimilar trends at equivalent protein levels imply the influence of non-specific conditional effects. As applied in this study, where non-overlapping responses were excluded from further trend analysis, this comparison provides a mechanism to differentiate intended and unintended perturbation effects, thereby further improving data interpretation and inference. How might non-monotonic talin expression-level dependencies arise? In general terms, this is most likely due to the interaction of several different yet interdependent mechanisms with which talin, a multi-functional protein, is associated. Indeed, as already noted, talin is known to play roles in integrin activation and clustering; 5,32 adhesion reinforcement through F-actin recruitment; 8, 33 and adhesion disassembly. 11, 12 We hypothesize that these core mechanisms may have different sensitivities to talin expression-level, such that talin titration continually shifts the balance of their effects, producing complex outcomes observable at both adhesion and cellular scales. Among the three core mechanisms noted above, the adhesion-Factin linkage may be most prominent in defining non-monotonic talin dependencies. This is based not only on the observation that adhesion-F-actin association is itself non-monotonically related to talin levels, but also on our analysis of talin dosedependent shifts in adhesion property distributions. In particular, the finding that talin titration differentially regulates small (o1 mm 2 ) and large (41 mm 2 ) adhesions suggests selective influences of talin over CMACs in alternate states, such as focal complexes (typically o1 mm 2 ) and focal adhesions (typically 41 mm 2 ). 34 Indeed, the recurrent boundary around 1 mm 2 implies a switch-like transition, as has been proposed for focal complex to focal adhesion maturation. Critically, mechanisms reported to govern this switch revolve around the adhesion-Factin linkage. 35 These include, for example, competition for talin binding between RIAM and vinculin (an F-actin linker) and competition for integrin binding between talin and alternative F-actin linkers including a-actinin, filamin A and moesin. [36] [37] [38] [39] Mechanisms based on competition between talin and alternative integrin-F-actin linkers, such as a-actinin, filamin A or moesin, appear feasible since these proteins could be expected to outcompete the depleted talin population, thereby re-establishing associations between adhesions and F-actin. This corresponds with our findings that both paxillin-F-actin colocalization and adhesion area are increased given maximal talin depletion (compared to moderate depletion). The role for talin-sensitive regulation of the adhesion-F-actin linkage is also supported, though more indirectly, by the switch-like changes observed in adhesion localization probabilities at B2.5 mm from the cell edge. Given the coincidence between this probabilistic boundary and the spatial boundary between lamellipodial and lamellar domains in H1299 cells, 40 it may be that the changes in actin filament organization, force generation and adhesion linkage that accompany this domain transition also influence the spatial sensitivity of adhesions to talin level variation. The lamellipodial-lamellar transition is indeed often associated with focal complex-to-focal adhesion switching, due to these F-actin-dependent changes. 41 Thus, our data supports a key role for the adhesion-F-actin connection in shaping non-monotonic responses to talin titration. However, it is clear that effectively disentangling the contributions of the numerous molecules that likely comprise this non-linear mechanism will demand extensive and systematic approaches based on spatially and temporally resolved protein-concentration and -interaction data.
To fully understand talin's influence it is important to consider not only how expression-levels determine the values of cellular properties, but also how talin levels may alter relationships between these properties. Accordingly, we here demonstrate talin expression-level-dependent changes in networks of correlative inter-property relationships. Interestingly, these changes include both the decoupling and novel coupling of relationships in response to talin depletion, implying an adaptive response rather than only the disruption of correlative relationships. 17 Notably, our analogue analysis allowed us to observe that the correlative relationships detected were dependent not just on the presence or absence of talin, but on specific talin levels. Indeed, most of the recorded relationships were sensitive to talin levels, but have significantly different sensitivity-thresholds (i.e. talin values at which the relationship appears/disappears). Interestingly, talin expression variation within the natural range had larger impacts on detected correlative networks than those recorded in the artificial (siRNA-depleted) range. Although this result may be contingent upon the particular properties explored, it suggests that endogenous talin level heterogeneity may have relatively strong impacts upon correlative connectivity between an array of cellular properties.
Conclusion
The key methodological advantages achieved herein derive from the integrated quantification of data capturing both talin expression-level and cellular properties-of-interest on a per cell basis. This is facilitated by correlative imaging of matched live and fixed, immunolabeled cells -an approach that is easily accessible to most researchers, requiring only immunofluorescencecompatible antibodies to the target protein. Notably though, the emergence of CRISPR/Cas9 editing technologies 42, 43 presents a highly attractive alternative approach, namely the creation of fluorescent protein fusions to endogenous genes. This enables the monitoring of target protein levels in real time, providing access to the spatial and temporal dynamics of target proteins, as well as permitting analyses over longer time frames -where our endpoint approach would become un-interpretable. Overall, the integrated single cell approach described here offers a method to avoid the pitfalls associated with aggregate descriptions of populations based on the ''typical cell''. 23 As a result, subsequent analogue analyses permitted the detection of non-monotonic dependencies on talin expression-level, and the mapping of extensive changes in correlative inter-property relationship networks over multiple talin expression-levels. These are novel outcomes in terms of talin-function analysis, but also in relation to general protein function analysis. Importantly, these approaches also grant improved physiological relevance to functional inferences due to the use of natural expression-level heterogeneity to infer patterns of protein influence, 25, 27 rather than relying solely on potentially extreme knockdown approaches.
Nonetheless, the expansion of natural talin heterogeneity with RNAi, producing an extended yet continuous spectrum of talin expression, provided both enhanced sensitivity in our analysis, and a direct point of comparison to canonical approaches. Collectively, the combination of experimental design, correlative imaging and analogue data analysis has produced a number of proof-of-principle advances with wide applicability.
Materials and methods
Cell culture and siRNA transfection H1299 (human non-small cell lung carcinoma, ATCC) cells, stably expressing EGFP-paxillin and RubyRed-LifeAct (H1299-P/L, details in ref. 22) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 1 mM Glutamine and 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and 400 mg ml À1 Geneticin (G-418 sulfate, Gibco) at 37 1C, Confocal cell fluorescence imaging and correlative microscopy 96-well glass-bottomed plates (0.17 mm optical glass, Matrical Bioscience, USA) were coated with purified fibronectin (5 mg ml À1 ) at 37 1C for 2 h followed by blocking with 1% heat denatured bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37 1C for 1 h. 2000 H1299 P/L cells were plated per fibronectin-coated well, and 2 h later, cells were subjected to live imaging with a Nikon A1 confocal microscope using an oil-immersion objective (PlanApo VC 60X/1.4 NA). Cells were maintained during imaging in normal culture medium without fetal bovine serum, at 37 1C and 5% CO 2 . Images of live cells were acquired at 5 min intervals for 6 h with a pixel resolution of 0.21 mm. Following live imaging, the cells were immediately fixed and immunolabeled for talin as described below. Next, using correlative microscopy, labeled cells were imaged again to acquire the information on talin expression-level of the same individual cells captured during live imaging. The talin-labeling protocol was optimized to retain cytoplasmic talin (details below). Thus, by using confocal microscope imaging, we capture the pool of talin available at the plane of the adhesion complexes. This quantity is recorded as the mean talin pixel intensity value per cell, reflecting the talin content of each cell and is referred to as talin expression-level.
Automated image analysis
Acquired images were analyzed with the PAD software (v6.3) (Digital Cell Imaging Laboratories, Keerbergen, Belgium) as previously described. 22 Briefly, CMACs with an area 4 0.05 mm 2 were segmented based on EGFP-paxillin signal, whereas cell boundaries were detected based on Ruby-LifeAct fluorescence. Segmented cells and CMACs were tracked over time based on nearest neighbor analysis (Fig. S4 , ESI †). Only CMACs tracked continually for a minimum of 3 time-points were included in analyses, thereby minimizing the influence of image (e.g. shot) noise. Quantitative properties defining cells, per cell CMAC populations and individual CMACs were automatically extracted. CMAC intensities were background corrected by subtracting the local mean intensity (per channel, within 1 mm of each CMAC, excluding adjacent CMACs) from the mean intensity of each CMAC. In order to compare independent experiments (N = 7), intensity values from each channel (talin, RubyRed-LifeAct, EGFPpaxillin) were normalized to the median value per channel of the control siRNA-treated cell population, per experiment.
Immunocytochemistry
Immunolabeling of control siRNA and talin-1 siRNA-transfected H1299-P/L cells for talin was performed with a liquid-handling robot (Model FREEDOM EVO, Tecan, Switzerland) to minimize the variance between experimental repeats. Briefly, the cells were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at RT, washed once with PBS, and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 min. Following 4Â washing, cells were blocked by incubation with 1% BSA/PBS. Then cells were incubated with an anti-talin antibody (1 : 100, clone 8d4, Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min, washed 4Â with PBS, and incubated with Alexa 647-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (1 : 300, Invitrogen, USA) for 30 min at RT. The cells were washed with PBS 4Â before the plate was re-imaged at the microscope. Notably, immunofluorescent labeling of talin was optimized to retain the total cytoplasmic talin pool, as opposed to the canonical optimization for adhesion labeling. Such adhesion-specific labeling could also be achieved with the same antibody using a simultaneous fixation and permeabilization condition (Fig. S2A, ESI †) . Specificity of the talin antibody was confirmed by comparison with secondary antibody (Alexa 647-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG) labeling only ( Fig. S2B and C, ESI †).
Immunoblotting
Cells cultured in 24-well plates up to 90% confluence were washed with ice-cold PBS, then lysed with 100 ml cell lysis buffer (1 Â PBS, 1% Triton-X 100, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Roche Diagnostics)) on ice for 20 min. Whole cell lysates were collected and centrifuged at 4 1C, 12 000 rpm for 10 min. The resulting supernatants were collected and their protein concentrations were determined using a BCA protein quantification kit (Pierce/ Thermo Scientific, USA). 20 mg of total protein from each sample was subjected to SDS-PAGE, followed by immunoblot analysis with primary antibodies against talin (1 : 500, 8d4, Sigma-Aldrich), paxillin ( Fisher Scientific) and the corresponding HRP-labeled secondary antibodies (anti-mouse: 1 : 3000, Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, Inc, anti-rabbit: 1 : 3000, Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, Inc) using an enhanced chemiluminescence detection system (Pierce/Thermo Scientific).
Statistical comparison of different talin siRNAs and experimental repeats
The selected variables describing cell adhesion and migration of talin siRNA1 and talin siRNA2 treated cells were standardized to the median values of their corresponding controls (control siRNA-treated cells) per experiment. Following this standardization, the data from the controls were pooled (see Fig. S5 , ESI †).
In the comparison of the seven different experiments, the same type of standardization was performed (Fig. S7, ESI †) . Medians of talin siRNA and control siRNA-treated cells were compared using two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. P-values were adjusted for multiple comparisons applying Bonferroni correction. We chose a significance threshold of p o 0.001. Statistical analyses were performed using custom-written functions in MATLAB R2013b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States).
Data extraction
The data set was constructed using a combination of variables extracted on different spatial (cells and CMACs) and temporal scales (live cell recordings correlated with talin antibody labeling).
To combine these scales, individual trajectories of cells and CMACs were combined using MATLAB and each cell was categorized according to its mean talin intensity at the point of fixation and staining. CMAC statistics were calculated based on the trajectories of individual CMACs while cell statistics were calculated per cell trajectory. Each of the statistically calculated variables was finally sorted by the talin concentration of the corresponding fixed and stained cell.
Data stratification and analysis of univariate trends
The total data set consisted of quantitative cellular properties extracted on cell and CMAC levels from 275 cells. Based on talin expression-level, ten cell sub-populations were defined (deciles; D1: low talin levels; D10: high talin levels), wherein each decile contains data from 27 or 28 cells. When performing comparisons using the deciles, the selected variables were standardized to the median values of the decile with the highest talin expression value (D10). In order to estimate trends in the dependence of each variable on talin expression-level smoothing splines were fitted to each variable as a function of talin expression-decile. These splines where calculated using De Boor's algorithm with a smoothing parameter of 0.999.
The 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the medians were calculated consistently based on MATLAB's ''boxplot'' function as follows: lower CI: q 2 À 1:57 q 3 À q 1 ð Þ = ffiffi ffi n p , upper CI: q 2 þ 1:57 q 3 À q 1 ð Þ = ffiffi ffi n p , where q 2 is the median (50th percentile), q 1 and q 3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, and n is the number of observations. Note that the concept of monotonicity was applied in the non-strict sense: i.e. a monotonically increasing trend may be both increasing and non-decreasing (flat).
Importantly, trend data was parsed by excluding from further trend analysis any variables for which there was poor overlap between trends at equivalent talin expression-levels in control siRNA and talin-1 siRNA1 conditions (as assessed in Fig. S8 , ESI †).
Calculation of differential probability distributions
We defined five talin expression quintiles, each containing data from 55 cells (Q1: low talin expression, Q5: high talin expression). Histograms, consisting of the same bin size and interval between minima and maxima of CMAC level variables in each talin quintile were calculated. To account for the different number of adhesions within talin expression quintiles, we calculated probability distributions within bins by dividing the values of each variable with the total number of CMAC observations within that quintile (Fig. 4) . The proportional changes between adjacent talin expression quintiles (e.g. Q1 and Q2) were calculated by subtracting the bootstrapped proportional distributions (resampling with replacement) of adjacent quintiles.
Continuous sampling of talin expression-levels
Per cell median values of each property were sorted according to increasing talin expression-levels of individual cells. Using a moving window sampling (window size: 25, overlap: 20), we calculated Spearman's rank correlation between any two variables within the sampling windows. We have chosen Spearman's rank correlation over the Pearson's product-moment correlation because we have variables measured on different scales. In addition, Spearman is suitable to detect non-linear relationships. By calculating the bootstrapped Spearman's correlation (using the MATLAB function ''bootci'') within the overlapping sample windows, we obtained the median correlation value and the corresponding 95% confidence interval. Repeating this sampling on the permutation of talin expression-levels showed no significant correlations, indicating our ability to detect true correlations. A stringent filter was applied when selecting correlations represented within the networks of Fig. 5 : we considered only significant correlations, wherein the confidence intervals did not contain the 0 value (meaning the majority of the bootstraps produced a correlation value other than 0), regardless of the exact value of the correlation coefficient. In order to reduce the bias for responses rather associated with talin knockdown than with per se talin expression-levels, only continuous correlative trends across knockdown and control conditions were evaluated.
